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Abstract It is well known that the energy and momentum conservation laws prohibit positron-electron annihilation in vacuum 
producing the single photon only. It can produce two photons in vacuum, or the process is possible with a participation of the 
third body. The situation is different in a single crystal when one of the leptons (e.g. positron) is moving in the channeling (or in 
the quasi-channeling) mode when the transverse motion of a particle is bound or sufficiently uneven It may increase the 
probability of the single photon annihilation process. 
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1. Introduction 
 Normally in the process of electron-positron annihilation when both leptons were free two photons are 
produced, as the one-photon annihilation process is prohibited by the conservation laws (see, for example, Akhiezer 
et al. (1981), Fermi and Uhlenbeck (1933)). But in case, when one or both leptons are not free (electron belongs to 
atom, for example) the one-photon annihilation becomes possible, Akhiezer et al. (1981), Klepikov (1954). Another 
possibility for the one photon annihilation opens in the case, when one of the leptons (e.g. high energy relativistic 
positron) is moving in single crystal in channeling or quasi-channeling mode, when its motion is either bound or 
sufficiently uneven, Kalashnikov(1988), Baryshevskii (1982).  
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2. Kinematics of the single photon annihilation of relativistic positron                                          
If the relativistic positron propagates along the axis ОZ with energy 2
ecE m !! , the new produced single 
photon must move also along the axis ОZ, what is evidently forbidden by momentum and energy conservation laws: 
(energy: 2
e cE m Z   é ; momentum: 2e cE m Z   é . Consequence: 2e c  P c m Z Z    !é é  cannot be equal to P c ).  
Momentum conservation law however canbe satisfied in projection upon axis ОZ, if the newly produced 
photon propagates undersome small angle θ to the axis ОZ: 
 
   2 (1 / 2) P c cosZ T Z T Z  |  é é é     (1) 
 
 In this case transverse momentum Px is not conserved, what is evidently forbidden in vacuum. However, it 
may be compensated by an interaction with the crystal lattice, for example if the positron moves in channeling or 
quasi-channeling mode, when its motion is either bound between neighboring crystal planes (channeling mode) or 
hovering over crystal planes (quasi-channeling mode). 
 Let us estimate from conservation lawsthe possible angles θ at which the photon may propagate in case of 
single photon annihilation. When E+>>mec2, we may expect that θ<<1. 
Energy conservation law looks like:  
2
ecE m Z   é      (2) 
 
For the longitudinal momentum Pz the conservation law looks like: 
 
2
z   (1 / 2)Pc cosZ T Z T | é é     (3) 
 
Energy depends on momentum in relativistic case as: 
 
                                       2 2 2 4 1/2 2 2 2 4 1/2
e z x e ( c )  ( 2 c ) ,E P ñ m P ñ E E m                                                                     (4) 
 
Where Ex  is the transverse energy of the positron, moving in averaged continuous channeling potential, 
Kalashnikov(1988), Baryshevskii (1982), (2) and (4) for relativistic positron energies we obtain: 
 
 2 4 2 2z e e1 / c / 2  cxPc E E m E m Z     é    (5)  
 
Substituting Pzc from (3) we obtain:  
 
2 2 4 2
x e e  / 2 c / 2 cE m E mZ ZT Z     é é é    (6) 
 
Taking into account, that Ex<<mec2 [4,5] and me2c4/2E+<<mec2 we obtain: 
 
2 2 2 1/2 2 1/2 2
e e e e~ c ~ ( c / ) ~ ( c / )  c /m m m E m EZT T Z   ! !!é é   (7) 
 
3. Some considerations for planar channeling case 
Channeling phenomena occurs when a charged particle enters a single crystal at a small angle with respect 
to the crystallographic axis or plane (see, for example, Kalashnikov(1988), Baryshevskii (1982)). The entrance 
angleθ must be smaller or comparable with the Lindhard angle, Kalashnikov(1988),  
 
 1/2L 0~  2 / 1,U ET         (8) 
 
Where 2 2
0  /atU Ze R d  is the effective depth of the continuous channeling potential (for planar channeling), R is the 
atom radius, a is the lattice constant, U0~20-50 eV for planar channeling in the most of crystals, Kalashnikov(1988). 
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The channeling lepton energy E+  must be much higher than the rest energy of the lepton 2  511 keVeE m c !!  .  
To produce a photon with transverse energy ~ħωθ the initial positron should have the comparable value of 
transverse pulse and energy.  
 1/2 2 1/2
x e(2 ) ~ ~ ( c )E E m EZT é        (9) 
 
Actually the transverse energy of positron in planar channeling potential is comparable to its height 2
0 e~ cE U m  . 
That means that in channeling mode the positron has much less transverse energy to satisfy the necessary condition 
(9), which strongly reduces the possibility to produce single photon in annihilation with free electron, though this 
process is described by simple one vertex diagram Fig.1  
However, the planar channeling motion provides yet one more possibility to increase the cross section of 
one photon annihilation. We will discuss it in the next section. 
 
Fig.1. One-vertex Feynman diagram for single photon annihilation of channeled positron  on free electron. 
 
4. Specifics of positron motion in planar channeling mode 
Motion of channeling particles was thoroughly studied in different aspects by many researchers in 1970-80-ies 
(see for example Kalashnikov(1988), Baryshevskii (1982)). The wave function of the positively charged particles 
which move in the planar channel can be presented as 
                                                  ( ) ( ) ( )z k
k
r exp ip z u x\   ¦ ,                                                                       (10) 
For the transversal component of the positron wave function uk(x) we may use the one-dimensional Schrödinger 
equation with relativistic mass E+ , Kalashnikov(1988), Baryshevskii (1982),  and periodical border conditions 
 
                                         k k k k ku ''   2 – x u   0;               u   ux E U x x d xH              (11) 
  Here εk – are the allowed transversal energies of the positron motion in the planar channel with averaged 
potential U(x), numbered by index k = 1,2,3…  
The transverse energies of a particle in periodical planar channeling potential form a structure of energy zones, 
which for the deep under-barrier energies can be considered as discrete levels. Calculation of zone structure with 
realistic continuous potential by averaging the potentials of atoms, constituting the crystal plane, 
Kalashnikov(1988), Baryshevskii (1982), is a task for numerical calculations. Population of zones is depending on 
the entrance angle of the particle relative to the channeling plane. For high energy levels (where quasi-classical 
approach is applicable) the probability density to find a particle near coordinate x is proportional to ~(εk – U(x))-1/2.  
That means that under-barrier particles are moving mostly close to the turning points, where εk =U(x), and for over-
barrier particles probability density is maximal over the barrier. As a consequence - positrons with close to the 
barrier energy levels (both over and under- barrier) are hovering over the atomic planes, where the electron density 
is ~d/R ~ 10 times higher, than average. For such particles cross sections for all the processes of interactions with 
atomic electrons, including the one-photon annihilation process on atomic electrons, shall be multiplied by 
approximately the same factor ~d/R. To achieve this it is necessary to populate by positrons mostly close to the 
barrier levels, what is possible when the entrance angle of positron beam in relation to the atomic plane is close to 
the Lindhard angle, Kalashnikov(1988), Baryshevskii (1982). From the other hand, the deep under-barrier particles 
are moving between the atomic planes, where the electron density is low, and the electrons there are mostly 
covalent, having small binding energy, which is not enough to open the possibility of one photon annihilation. Thus 
the orientation dependence of the single photon annihilation of relativistic positrons in single crystal would look like 
depicted on Fig.2 with the account of the relativistic positron matrix elements behavior. 
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Fig.2. Orientation dependence of single-photon annihilation at the positron entrance angle θ. 
 
5. Conclusions 
             As a result of quantum-mechanical analysis we found that the dependence of the single-photon annihilation 
of the oriented relative to the crystallographic axes positron is a complicated function of the angle of incidence of 
the positron with respect to the crystallographic planes of the crystal. At the values of angles of incidence of the 
positron in a crystal smaller the Lindhard angle, the probability of the single-photon positron annihilation appears to 
be significantly less than the probability of the single-photon annihilation of a positron in a disoriented crystal. This 
is a consequence of the density of electrons lowering in the crystal interplanar channels. At angles of positron 
incidence equal in order of magnitude Lindhard angle the increase in the probability of single-photon positron 
annihilation occurs. It is found that this increase is due to the process of positron-barrier hovering over areas with a 
high concentration of electrons in the crystal, as well as due to the behaviour of the quantum transition matrix 
elements of the positron in the above-barrier state. Orientation behaviour of the single-photon annihilation of 
positrons in a crystal is strongly pronounced and can easily be observed in the experiment. 
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